HUMAN RESOURCES
Thirty-five percent of companies indicate that measuring the impact of HR
programs in financial terms is a top challenge.
BUSINESS CHALLENGES

For most organizations, human resources is responsible not only for integrating the human capital strategy into the corporate strategy,
but also for functions ranging from learning, talent acquisition, talent management and leadership development to
compensation/payroll, benefits and compliance. The challenge for HR groups is how to coordinate and measure the myriad of
responsibilities that fall under their purview. Common HR challenges include:

• How do we determine if our core HR policies and procedures are meeting our business and employee needs?
• How do we work with business leaders to ensure that HR capabilities are integrated into their business strategies?
• How do we use our knowledge about cultural, demographic and globalization changes to help business leaders develop their
strategies?

OUR APPROACH

Our research shows that three factors drive an organization’s ability to become a world-class human resources organization and
deliver meaningful, measureable results for the business:
1

Workforce Size – The size of the organization’s workforce has a significant impact on determining the right path to developing a
best in class HR function

2

Core HR Function Delivery – A human resources organization must excel at the delivery of core functions (payroll, compensation, benefits and compliance) before it can achieve more strategic objectives.

3

Continuous Improvement Process – HR organizations must develop credibility within and buy-in from the rest of the company
through incremental change and successes. Attempts to develop a world-class HR organization through radical transformation
usually fail.

Bersin & Associates mindfully applies these factors to the four distinct areas within its Human Resources practice.

HR Organization & Governance

Planning & Strategy

HR Technology

Services & Programs

By focusing on key HR success drivers, Bersin & Associates delivers best practices and implementable strategies that measurably
contribute to the business success.

MEMBER RESULTS

• A global management consulting, technology services and outsourcing company looked to Bersin & Associates analysts for the

research and best practices to define the mission, vision and goals for their newly created Talent Development Center of Excellence.

• A leading manufacturing firm used Bersin & Associates frameworks and models to create cost and efficiency synergies between
organizationally separate learning and HR departments.

• A group of HR leaders from major organizations worked together in a Bersin & Associates-led round table focused on developing HR
business partners, measuring HR effectiveness and optimizing HR change management. The team leveraged successes and key
learnings from each other to drive better results more quickly.
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TALENT ACQUISITION
Nearly one-half of all organizations state that they are experiencing difficulty
filling key positions.
BUSINESS CHALLENGES

No specialty within the field of human resources has changed faster and more radically in the past five years than talent acquisition.
All aspects of talent acquisition, from how applicants are sourced and screened to how they are evaluated and onboarded are going
through radical transformation. Specific challenges include:

• How can we best use technology and social media to serve our talent acquisition needs in what has traditionally been a highly
fragmented recruiting market?

• What are key drivers in attracting and onboarding a multi-generational work force?
• How do we build an employer brand that gives us a competitive advantage in attracting and hiring the best talent?
OUR APPROACH

Bersin & Associates research finds that a prospect’s experience during the recruiting process dramatically impacts their likelihood of
joining the company, their length of employment and their perception of the firm if there is not a mutual fit. These interactions not
only impact a company’s talent acquisition success, but also significantly influence the strength of the employer brand and the
business’ ability to meet its objectives.
Bersin & Associates‘ Talent Acquisition practice addresses and integrates the following areas within the field:

Employer Branding

Sourcing

Hiring & Onboarding

Talent Acquisition Strategy

Screening & Assessing

Talent Acquisition Technology

Through our extensive work with members, talent acquisition technology providers and leading business-oriented social
networking providers, we have developed frameworks and identified best practices that integrate all aspects of talent acquisition and enable companies to attract the talent they need to meet their goals.

MEMBER RESULTS

Bersin & Associates’ active engagement in the dynamic and evolving talent acquisition field is the primary reason so many
leading firms use our research and consulting to assist them in developing effective strategies. Examples of results our
members have realized include:

• A global Fortune 50 member with 26,000 employees wanted to develop a consistent onboarding process for all of its divisions
worldwide. The company turned to Bersin & Associates to determine how to design the orientation program structure to
meet local business and cultural needs while consistently sharing company goals and values.

• A large healthcare organization struggled to identify talent for a wide variety of positions that required technical skills. With

Bersin & Associates’ guidance, it developed former employee “alumni” programs to recruit valued former employees who had
departed and to enable alums to recommend candidates that might be a good fit for the organization.

• One of the world’s leading agricultural processing firms needed to create consistent criteria for identifying employees with

leadership potential. Bersin & Associates research showed it how to develop and implement consistent leadership competencies required by various leadership positions throughout the organization.
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